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TWO P’S, ONE SUCCESS: PROVIDE
AND HPE PRIMERA MAKE
STORAGE CUSTOMERS HAPPY
Industry
IT
The challenge
• Modernization of the storage
environment

TECHSOFT and HPE modernize the storage
environment of the Upper Austrian IT service
provider

• Ensure maximum availability and
resiliency
• Switchover to a new storage platform
during live business operations
The solution
• High-performance HPE Primera
platform
• HPE StoreFabric SN3600B
Fibre Channel Switches
• HPE InfoSight
IT advantages
• Reliable, agile system with high
availability
• Enhanced performance
• Easy central management
• Saving in storage space on discs
• Licenses included in the platform
Business advantages
• Total future security
• Storage platform as the basis for new
IT services
• Time and cost savings in management

IT customers are demanding, especially when they use their
computing power as a service with an IT service provider.
That’s also true of Provide in Linz in Upper Austria. Renowned
customers from the region use the storage facilities of the
data processing specialist. Their requirements: high access
speeds, constant availability of data and applications, and
total reliability. HPE and TECHSOFT now made sure that
Provide can keep these promises to its customers. The two IT
partners modernized the storage environment of Provide with
HPE Primera.
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“HPE Primera has truly heralded the future of storage for us.”
– Martin Korczynski, consultant at Provide

COMPANY PORTRAIT
Provide is an IT service provider in Linz in
Upper Austria.

STARTING POSITION
“When our customers grow, we must also
grow as a service provider. Anyone who
does not respond and fails to keep up with
technology will quickly be left behind on the
market,” said Martin Korczynski, a consultant
at Provide Datenverarbeitung GmbH, the
official name of the Linz-based IT service
provider. He has been working in the IT
industry for many years, and knows exactly
what his customers want. When it comes to
storage, customers want one thing above
all: Reliability. “Our reliability as a service
provider just like technology reliability,”
elaborated Korczynski.
The technology forming the basis for the
storage services offered by Korczynski and
Provide must therefore be both efficient
and agile. The previous IT environment felt
the effect of the constantly increasing data
load coupled with ever greater demands
by customers in regard to round-the-clock
availability. Korczynski believed that it was
time to prepare for the future and put the
storage environment on a new footing—with
HPE Primera.
HPE and TECHSOFT—technology and
expertise
“We were very satisfied with HPE 3PAR.
We therefore wanted to remain in this
accustomed familiar environment. The
switchover to HPE Primera was the logical
consequence,” said Korczynski. However, it
wasn’t as easy as it sounds. That’s because
there were very few empirical values
and references for the brand-new
HPE technologies. Especially in Austria.

Korczynski therefore relied on the
experience and expertise of his own IT
partner: TECHSOFT. And on the impressive
arguments during the presentation. “I am
pleased that I chose HPE and TECHSOFT.
I have never regretted this decision,” said
Korczynski anticipating the end result.

SOLUTION
While the technology was provided by
HPE, TECHSOFT was responsible for
the design of the entire infrastructure, its
implementation and data migration. “Anyone
like Provide who changes from traditional
storage systems to high-end storage
architecture with the required agility of
cloud solutions and the necessary resiliency
for certain business-critical applications will
find no better alternative than HPE Primera.
This is now the technological standard,”
said Stefan Pühringer, Account Manager at
TECHSOFT.
Migration during normal business
operations
The beginning of 2020 saw the start of work
to “refresh” IT at Provide. Two redundantly
designed HPE Primera A630 storage
systems with high availability are therefore
now being used. At present, they each have
a usable capacity of around 71 TB. This
was to become necessary with All-Flash
technology, full encryption, deduplication
and enough scope for extensions. Four new
HPE StoreFabric SN3600B Fibre Channel
Switches ensure an efficient connection to
customers and the correct load distribution
in the computer center.
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“I am pleased that I chose HPE and TECHSOFT. I have never regretted this
decision.”
– Martin Korczynski, consultant at Provide

New technology was also adopted in the
management of the new storage components.
For example, the HPE Primera environment
is integrated in the HPE InfoSight portal
where processes and analyses driven by
artificial intelligence help to make the right
decisions in hybrid cloud infrastructures.
Additional security is provided by a Veeam
backup solution which was also integrated
in the HPE Primera architecture just like the
TECHSOFT Cloud Quorum Service.
According to Korczynski, the biggest
challenge was to migrate customer data
and customer applications from the old
infrastructure to the new infrastructure. “We
cannot afford an interruption in the business
operations of our customers, even if this
is only for a short period. It was therefore
obvious that migration had to take place
during normal business operations.”
Korczynski can be grateful to the TECHSOFT
experts that his blood pressure remained
low in spite of these intense hours and
days when the system change took place.
Continuous updates and status reports gave
him peace of mind. And did not dampen
his mood in the end. “Although we naturally
informed our customers that the change
was imminent, they did not even realize
in the end that after migration they were
already working on the new HPE Primera
components,” said Korczynski with a smile.

RESULTS
The Provide consultant is definitely
satisfied. Very much so. That’s because the
results in his new storage environment are
impressive. Three times more power and,
thanks to deduplication, 60% saving on discs

compared with the predecessor systems.
Additional bonus: All necessary licenses are
already included in HPE Primera. The new
update policy, which often involved time
logistics and extra effort in the past due to
coordination with the HPE Service Desk, is
also appreciated. Everything can now be
done online personally and conveniently.
“HPE Primera really heralds the future of
storage in our company. For us and for our
customers,” summarized Korczynski with
enthusiasm. In light of his new, modern
HPE Primera storage environment, he
doesn’t expect his blood pressure to rise
to a dangerous level in the next few years.
About TECHSOFT
TECHSOFT Datenverarbeitung GmbH,
the Preferred Platinum Partner for HPE in
Austria, provides technically sophisticated IT
solutions with value-added to its customers.
The product portfolio includes complete
engineering solutions for CAD/CAM, DM/PLM
and IT infrastructure. For more information,
visit techsoft.at.
About Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global
edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service
company that helps organizations accelerate
outcomes by unlocking value from all of
their data, everywhere. Built on decades
of reimagining the future and innovating
to advance the way people live and work,
HPE delivers unique, open, and intelligent
technology solutions, with a consistent
experience across all clouds and edges,
to help customers develop new business
models, engage in new ways, and increase
operational performance.
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Customer at a glance
Hardware
• 2 HPE Primera A630 storage systems
• 4 HPE StoreFabric SN3600B
Fibre Channel Switches
Services of the partner
• Design of the new storage
environment
• Implementation of the new platform
• Data migration
• Ongoing support
Provide Datenverarbeitung
GmbH
Blumauerstrasse 3–5
A-4020 Linz
Telephone:
+43 (0)7221 72296
TECHSOFT
Datenverarbeitung GmbH
Bäckermühlweg 73
A-4020 Linz
Telephone:
+43 (0)732 378900-0
email: kontakt@techsoft.at
website: techsoft.at

LEARN MORE AT

hpe.com/storage/primera

Make the right purchase decision.
Contact our presales specialists.
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